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PRODUCT NEWS

Digi-Key Announces Exclusive Global
Distribution Partnership with
Directed Energy, Inc.
Digi-Key Electronics, a global electronic components distributor,
announces that it has expanded its product portfolio by signing an
exclusive global distribution partnership with Directed Energy, Inc.
This new partnership adds to the more than 8.7 million products available from more than 800 manufacturers through Digi-Key.

Directed Energy provides ready-to-use modules for driving laser
diodes as well as applications requiring a high voltage pulse. Directed
Energy's modules allow users to focus on their end use or product with
ready-made solutions to provide high current and high voltage pulses
to scientific, industrial and commercial applications.
“As long-time customers of Digi-Key, our own engineers are familiar with the
value of working with a supplier that offers a broad and deep product line,
making it simple to find solutions to engineering problems,” said Stephen
Krausse, president and owner of Directed Energy, Inc. “Now, as a Digi-Key
partner, we are excited to know that our pulsed laser diode driver and high
voltage pulse modules will offer that same problem-solving value to designers and engineers around the world and in a wide array of industries.”
Creating a high-quality electrical pulse is challenging, whether that's a
high current pulse designed to drive a laser diode, or a high voltage
pulse designed for the operation of deflection grids or for beam steering. Directed Energy has been designing and selling precision pulsers
for over 30 years. This industry experience has allowed them to create
a suite of standard products that designers look to when they need a
high-quality, fast pulse of current and/or voltage.
“We are excited to partner with Directed Energy and offer their ready-touse modules to our global customer base,” said David Stein, vice president of global supplier management for Digi-Key. “Directed Energy has
an impressive lineup of off-the-shelf modules that provide high-quality
pulses of high current and/or high voltage for a variety of applications,
from LiDAR to ADAS, laser diode characterization, precision measurement, and physics and scientific experimentation.”
For more information about Directed Energy, Inc. and their range of
products, visit their Supplier Center page on the Digi-Key website.
Directed Energy, Inc. | www.directedenergy.com
Digi-Key Electronics | www.digikey.com
www.international.electronica-azi.ro

CONTEST

Win a Microchip
PIC-IoT WG
Development Board

Win a Microchip PIC-IoT WG Development
Board (AC164164) from Electronica Azi
International.
The PIC-IoT WG Development Board combines a powerful PIC24FJ128GA705 MCU, an ATECC608A
CryptoAuthentication™ secure element IC and the fully
certified ATWINC1510 Wi-Fi® network controller which provides the most simple and effective way to
connect embedded applications to the Google Cloud
IoT Core. The board also includes an on-board debugger and requires no external hardware to program and
debug the MCU.
The kit board is supported by the MPLAB X Integrated
Development Environment (IDE) and MCC rapid prototyping tool. The board is compatible with more than 450
MikroElektronika Click boards™ that expand sensors and
actuator options.
As part of Microchip’s extended partnership with
Google Cloud, the PIC-IoT WG Development Board
enables PIC MCU designers to easily add cloud connectivity to next generation products using a free online
portal at www.PIC-IoT.com. Once connected, developers can use Microchip’s MPLAB® Code Configurator
(MCC) rapid development tool to develop, debug and
customize their application.

For your chance to win a PIC-IoT WG
Development Board , visit:

http://page.microchip.com/ElectAzi-IntPIC-IoT-WG-Board.html
and enter your details in the online entry form.
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Security in a
vehicle is feasible
By Hao Wang,
Product Sales Manager
Microcontroller

THREAT
V2X has not proven so popular up to now.
One reason for this is that there are a lot of
negative perceptions surrounding the security of V2X communication. The possibly
greatest threat lies in cyber attacks. If the
vehicle’s computer system or cell phone system is hacked, it can lead to property damage and could even be life-threatening if the
car is being driven at the time. In 2015, two
security researchers succeeded in remotely
hacking into the CAN bus of a Jeep
Cherokee, allowing them to take control of
the vehicle; they used a weak point in the
Linux-based infotainment system. A year
later, the two researchers were again able to
steer a Jeep Cherokee via a laptop connected to the vehicle’s OBD port. When CAN
was developed decades ago, security was
not an issue. Accordingly, CAN does not
guarantee data confidentiality and signals
are transferred in broadcast mode. Modernday cars exchange messages via the CAN
bus, for example to open doors and to start
the engine. Messages are exchanged
between an ECU inside the vehicle and an
6

In the future, V2I (vehicle to infrastructure) and V2V (vehicle to vehicle)
communication will be combined with V2X (vehicle to everything) – a billion
dollar market that is also attracting increasing attention from consumers.
One goal of V2X communication is to reduce the number of accidents by
exchanging information. Based on an analysis of road accidents between
2004 and 2008, the US Department of Transportation (USDOT) discovered
that V2X systems can prevent 4.5 million accidents, i.e. 81% of all accidents.
electronic key. If this system were to be compromised, a thief could easily steal the car.
In addition, wireless communication standards such as Bluetooth, GPRS or UMTS for
mobile Internet functions like email, SMS,
video streaming, video calls, etc. have provided hackers with greater “target areas”.
This would allow them not only to take
control of the vehicle but also to install
malicious software in order to steal vehicle
data such as the location of a vehicle, frequently used routes, and complete calls
remotely. Since the so-called T-BOX
(Telematics Control Unit) is now responsible for all the aforesaid communication
functions, the focus is firmly on security.
SOLUTION
Which features must a hardware architecture have to ensure that the ECUs meet the
highest security requirements and are protected against illegal tampering, unauthorized installations, uploading of malicious
software, Trojans, and fake upgrades? Data
encryption is an effective way to ensure the
integrity, availability, and confidentiality of

data within the internal communication bus
of the vehicle network. Cryptographic
methods can thus prevent cyber attacks.
In recent years, various interest groups
have been established to propose guidelines for the design and verification of systems that can withstand hacker attacks and
manipulation attempts.
A prime example of this is the EU-funded
EVITA research project, in which several
companies such as BMW, Continental,
Fujitsu, Infineon, and Bosch were involved.
EVITA came up with a number of guidelines that describe in detail the design, verification, and prototyping of various security architectures for automotive ECUs.
Moreover, EVITA stipulates that all critical
ECUs are equipped with a chip that contains not only a dedicated hardware security module (HSM) but also the CPU, wherein three different requirement profiles
have been defined for the HSM: Full, medium, and light. These modules encrypt and
decrypt all the information exchanged
between ECUs.
Electronica Azi International | 4/2019
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Based on the EVITA standard, an increasing number of semiconductor suppliers are
implementing what is known as a “secure
zone” (also referred to as a “trust anchor”)

www.international.electronica-azi.ro

in their microcontrollers/microprocessors.
For example, STMicroelectronics has integrated HSMs into both its power architecture-based SPC5 microcontroller family

(MCUs) and its ARM core processors, e.g.
STA1385 TCU (Telematics Control Unit).
These ICs with HSM offer comprehensive
protection against cyber threats.
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The HSM is an isolated subsystem with its
own secure processor core, RAM, and flash
memory (code and data). In addition, the
HSMs feature hardware accelerators for
cryptography. At ST, this is the C3 cryptography accelerator, which also contains a
true random number generator (TRNG).
Data and interrupt requests are exchanged
between the HSM and the application
processor via a hardware interface.
The HSM not only assumes access control
but can also generate real random numbers
for encryption keys and perform all other
encryption functions thanks to the integrated TRNG. As already mentioned, the CAN
bus does not deliver a high level of security
and therefore cannot guarantee the confidentiality and integrity of the transferred
data. However, with encrypted data, it can
also be used for secure data transfer.
Asymmetric and symmetric encryption algorithms with HASH functions, MACs (message authentication code) or CMACs enable
data confidentiality, integrity, and availability, digital signature and data authentication.
All coding and decoding functions are
implemented in the hardware to ensure the
host CPU is not overloaded.
TYPICAL APPLICATION
SECURE BOOT
The secure boot function validates the
integrity of the boot loader. To do so, the

8

HSM of the MCU first loads the boot loader
from the flash via the bus master. Using an
agreed secret key, the HSM can calculate an
MAC (message authentication code) for the
received message; if the calculated MAC
corresponds to the stored boot MAC, the
integrity of the data is secured and the
MCU can use the boot loader.
SECURE COMMUNICATION
The HSM also enables secure communication. The following example shows how this
works: A central ECU communicates with a
sensor ECU. As already explained, each
HSM has a TRNG and a hardware crypto
engine. The central ECU generates a random number and sends it to the sensor
ECU. The sensor receives the random number, measures its data in parallel and activates its own HSM to encrypt the measurement data with the ECU random number.
The sensor ECU sends the encrypted data
back to the central ECU. This decrypts the
data using its own random number. The
transferred random number is then compared with the received random number
to verify data integrity and authenticity.
The TRNG protects against replay attacks
and encryption against “eavesdropping”.
FLASH MEMORY PROTECTION
Since firmware and security configurations
such as passwords and keys are stored in

the controller's flash memory, their protection is also critical. The ST SPC5 MCUs are,
therefore, equipped with two modules
that are exclusively responsible for protecting the memory: The TDM forces the
software to write a data set in a specific
flash area before one or more blocks can
be deleted in a TDR (tamper detection
region). The PASS module, on the other
hand, performs a password comparison
before the flash can be written or deleted.
SYSTEM SECURITY CONFIGURATION
To ensure a system startup is carried out
securely after a reset, all the stored device
configuration formats (DCFs) are checked for
integrity before rebooting, thereby preventing unauthorized interventions and changes.
In addition, several security features can be
checked. This ensures any attempts to
change content at specific locations using
various attack methods or to load malicious
firmware while booting can be stopped.
CONCLUSION
IT security measures in vehicles are essential. The use of state-of-the-art semiconductors with integrated HSM helps to
improve security and make implementation more efficient.
Rutronik
www.rutronik.com
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New at Bürklin Elektronik

Miniature Photo electric sensors
PM-25/ 45/ 65 series from
Panasonic new at Bürklin
Panasonic introduces their U-shaped micro photoelectric
sensors. They are re-designed and one step ahead in
terms of performance and mounting handling.

The big orange operation indicator lights up when the beam
enters. The indicator is easy to see from right, left and above.
The beam emitting and receiving sections are 0.5 mm thinner
than those on Panasonic's conventional models while their
external dimensions are the same. As a result, the distance
between the beam emitting point and receiving point
increased by 1 mm. The wider distance means less possibility
of collision between the sensing section and sensing object.
All models are standardly equipped with protection circuits in
their compact bodies. These protection circuits minimize the
possibility of sensor malfunctions caused by erroneous wiring.
Those sensors have industry’s first IP64 rating as the integrated molding method has eliminated grooves and gaps on the
sensing surface and main body, thus reducing the possibility
of malfunctions caused by splashing water or dust. The sensor
unit can be quickly installed with M2 or M3 screws.
Further all sections where stress concentrates, such as the
connecting section of the cable and internal circuit, are covered with a resin. This helps prevent malfunctions caused
by vibrations and impacts. Major application is the proper
pallet detection and sensing of starting points, overruns,
moving bodies or rotating point and objects.
All new Panasonic miniature Photo electric sensors are available directly from stock, starting with order code 28G1480
at www.buerklin.com.
Bürklin Elektronik is a distributor specialized in high
quality electronic components.
For our commercial and private customers we have more than
75,000 articles from over 500 manufacturers in stock. We are
continuously expanding this range and can currently offer more
than 1,500,000 items. In addition, we are happy to procure
other products from all renowned manufacturers worldwide.
We sell our products via our online shop and in our on-site
shop at our company headquarters in Oberhaching near
Munich. For 65 years, our family-run company has stood for firstclass service and a high level of specialist trade competence.
Bürklin Elektronik | www.buerklin.com
www.international.electronica-azi.ro
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Know When and How
to Choose and Apply
an External DAC for a
Microcontroller
By: Rich Miron
Contributed By Digi-Key's North American Editors
ON-CHIP DAC OPERATION
To allow designers to generate custom analog signals, microcontroller manufacturers
have started including DAC peripherals onchip. These can be used to generate precision voltages, as well as custom waveforms
including sine waves and triangle waves.
DACs can also be used for voice synthesis.
A DAC generates an output voltage that is as
low as 0 volts, and as high as the analog reference voltage for the DAC. The voltage is
proportional to the digital value in the DAC
data register, with a precision based on the
resolution of the DAC. For example, if the
DAC resolution is 8 bits, and the reference
voltage is 5 volts, then the precision of 1 LSB
of the DAC is 5/255 = 0.0196 volts. So ideally, if the 8-bit DAC data register contained
01h, then the DAC output would be the
equivalent of 1 LSB, or 0.0196 volts. If the 8bit DAC data register contains the value F1h
(241), then the output of an ideal DAC
would be 4.7236 volts. Ideally, adding 01h to
the DAC data register should increase the
value of the output voltage by 1 LSB.
Of course, just like any analog circuit, no
DAC is ideal. The variation of the DAC output from the ideal value of the data register is called the differential nonlinearity
(DNL) error and is measured in LSB. For
example, a typical microcontroller DAC
may specify a DNL of ±2 LSB.
DACs can also experience a linear gain
error, measured as a percentage added to
the ideal output, often adding an additional
10

0.5% to the output voltage.
For an ideal DAC, a plot of the output values
against the DAC data register contents
would be a straight line. Adding the linear
errors caused by DAC circuit parameter variations for a real-world DAC would also be a
straight line. In reality, that line would deviate from a straight line and would bow outward to form a non-linear curve. This nonlinearity is also a result of variations in the

Figure 1

DAC circuit over voltage and temperature.
This non-linearity error is called the integral
non-linearity (IRL) error. For microcontroller
DACs this can be ±4 LSB or higher.
For frequency generation, the fastest output frequency of a microcontroller DAC is
limited to the CPU frequency of the microcontroller.
All DACs require an accurate reference voltage to provide a precision analog signal.

The DAC80508 interfaces to most microcontrollers using an SPI interface and
has eight identical analog output channels.
(Image source: Texas Instruments)
Electronica Azi International | 4/2019
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On modern microcontrollers, that DAC
reference voltage is usually derived from a
dedicated analog reference voltage pin.
Internal to the microcontroller, this analog
reference voltage is kept separated and
isolated from the internal digital logic to
minimize power supply ripple. However,
some small interference from the highspeed digital logic can be expected. While
DAC peripherals are not as susceptible to
power supply ripple when generating sine
waves, this ripple can be noticeable when a
stable and precise output voltage is
required, or when generating a synthesized voice or musical tone.
While using a higher reference voltage can
minimize the effect of power supply ripple,
it would also prevent the DAC from generating smaller voltages, while also reducing
the precision of the DAC for 1 LSB.
SINGLE-CHIP EXTERNAL DACS
FOR SMALL SIGNALS
The DAC peripherals on most microcontrollers can provide sufficient accuracy for
common applications. However, there are
situations where extremely high precision
and/or high speed is required. This is when
an external DAC becomes a practical
necessity.
Texas Instruments has a line of external
DACs that can generate analog signals for
any design problem. For example, if board
space is scarce, the DAC80508MYZFT 16bit DAC is extremely small at only 2.4 × 2.4
mm in a DSBGA package. This DAC has eight
outputs and can interface to most microcontrollers using an SPI interface with a clock
rate of up to 50 megahertz (MHz) (Figure 1).
The DAC80508 can use an external analog
voltage reference or use the DAC’s digital
power supply voltage to generate its own
internal reference voltage of 2.5 volts with
an accuracy of ±5 mV. Reference voltage
drift is a minimal 2 parts per million per
degree Celsius (ppm/°C). This provides a
highly stable reference voltage over its 40°C to +125°C temperature range.
Optionally, the reference voltage can be
divided by 2 to provide analog signals with
a 1.25 volt ceiling.
The DAC80508 has a precision not found
on most microcontroller DAC peripherals.
The INL and DNL are both ±0.5 LSB typical, ±1 LSB maximum. Gain error is ±0.5%
typical, ±1% maximum. With 16-bit resolution, this level of accuracy is perfect for
converting digital audio signals into analog
audio. For example, it can be used to convert pulse code modulated (PCM) digital
www.international.electronica-azi.ro

audio transmitted over fiberoptic cables or
converting the digital audio from a storage
device. After converting the digital audio
into 16-bit audio data, the DAC80508 can
convert the data to analog audio signals
that are sent over common RCA cables. If
the reference voltage is set to 1.25 volts,
this is more than enough accuracy to generate line level audio signals.
The DAC80508 also has an output gain
amplifier that can multiply the output voltage by two, generating an output voltage
that is twice the reference voltage.
Generating analog waveforms with the
DAC80508 through the SPI interface is simple. Every SPI command packet sent to a
DAC data register is 32 bits wide. Each packet contains the channel address to be written to along with the 16-bit data to be written to the register. Any DAC80508 output
channel can be programmed to either generate the output voltage immediately upon
writing the data to the register, or it can hold
all the values in the DAC data registers until
the SPI writes to an internal broadcast register. Writing a logic “1” to any of the eight
broadcast register bit positions updates
only that DAC output with the value in its
DAC data register. This allows for synchronous signals to be generated, useful for generating waveforms for test equipment.
AVOIDING SIGNAL ERRORS AND NOISE
When used in noisy industrial environments,
occasional interference may be unavoidable, especially if high voltages are present.
To prevent output signal errors as a result of
interference on the SPI, the DAC80508 can
optionally generate an 8-bit checksum at
the end of every SPI packet (Table 1). If the
checksum is valid, the DAC data register is
written. But if the checksum fails, no data is
Bit
31

written. Optionally, on a failed checksum,
the DAC can pull the SPI SDO pin low, acting
as an active low alarm pin. It is the responsibility of the microcontroller firmware to act
on the failed checksum.
Regardless of the stated precision of any
DAC, accuracy can only be assured by
using a clean power supply. It is critical that
VDD for the DAC80508 must be low noise
with no ripple. If the DAC80508 is used in
a DC-DC converter, extra care must be
taken as these power supplies are by their
very nature extremely noisy. Filtering on
VDD is important, so a 1 microfarad (μF) to
10 μF capacitor, along with a 0.1 μF capacitor, must be placed between VDD and
analog ground. Low ESR ceramic capacitors
should be used and should be placed as
close to the VDD pin as possible.
The analog signal outputs should be kept
near the edges of the pc board and well
isolated from the digital components. This
serves not only to prevent interference on
the DAC analog outputs, but also to prevent these analog signals from interfering
with the other signals on the pc board.
HIGH-SPEED, HIGH PERFORMANCE DAC
Sometimes a no compromise application
requires extremely high performance.
DACs can even generate signals in the gigahertz range. This can be especially important for radar equipment when straight
analog circuits cannot create the precision
required for radar. For such applications,
the Texas Instruments DAC38RF82IAAV
high-speed RF dual-channel DAC can be
used to generate waveforms above 1 gigahertz (GHz) in a relatively small 10 mm × 10
mm BGA package (Figure 2).

Field
RW

Description
Identifies the communication as a read or write command to the
addressed register. R/W = 0 sets a write operation.
R/W = 1 sets a read operation.
30
CRC-ERROR Reserved bit. Set to zero.
29:28 Reserved
Reserved bits. Must be filled with zeros.
27:24
A[3:0]
Register address. Specifies the register to be accessed during the
read or write operation.
23:8
DI[15:0]
Data cycle bits. If a write command, the data cycle bits are the
values to be written to the register with address A[3:0].
If a read command, the data cycle bits are don't care values.
7:0
CRC
8-bit CRC polynomial.

Table 1:
Structure of the 32-bit SPI packet. When the DAC data register SPI packet of the DAC80508
contains an 8-bit checksum, the packet is sent MSB first, with the last bits (7:0) containing
the checksum. The checksum is automatically generated by the DAC80508.
(Image source: Texas Instruments)
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The DAC38RF82 supports three resolutions.
When set for 16-bit resolution, it can generate RF signals of up to 2 GHz. When 12-bit
resolution is selected, it can generate 2.66

as high-end test equipment. The DAC
38RF82 can also be used for radar signal
generation for autonomous vehicles. This
device is more complex than the DAC80508.

Figure 2 The DAC38RF82 is an ultra-high performance DAC that can generate waveforms
in excess of 1 GHz. It interfaces to a host microprocessor using a low-power, eight lane
JEDSD204B 12.5 Gbit/s interface.
(Image source: Texas Instruments)
GHz signals. The fastest mode is when it’s set
to 8-bit resolution where it can generate 4.5
GHz waveforms. Certainly, these speeds are
beyond the capabilities of any on-chip
microcontroller DAC peripheral.
The DAC38RF82 has enough performance
to be used in baseband transmitters such as
cell towers, and can also be used for custom
waveform generation for applications such

Generating signals of up to 4.5 GHz requires
a very fast data interface. The DAC38RF82
uses a JESD204B serial data interface that in
8-bit mode is as fast as 9 Gbits/s. At these
interface speeds the device interfaces to an
FPGA or an ASIC. When used in 12-bit or
16-bit mode, the DAC38RF82 can generate
two RF waveforms. In high-speed 8-bit
mode, only one waveform is supported. It

Figure 3
The DAC38RF82EVM on the left is fed digital data sent over a JESD204B interface generated by the TSW14J56EVM on the right, generating RF signals for testing.
(Image source: Texas Instruments)
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requires three supply voltages, 1 volt, 1.8
volts, and -1.8 volts. Given the device’s typical application demands, these supply voltages must be very clean and ripple free.
Ideally, each of the DAC’s three main and relatively independent sections – the digital
subsystem, analog subsystem, and clock subsystem – would have its own partitioned power
supply to avoid any unintended interactions.
The DAC’s DNL is ±3 LSB typical, its INL is
±4 LSB typical, and has a typical gain error
of ±2%. Accuracy for a given application
can be ensured by selecting the proper
DAC data register values during testing.
KICKSTARTING DAC38RF82
DEVELOPMENT
When generating such high frequencies
with sufficient accuracy, an evaluation
board is an essential part of the development process. The DAC38RF82 is supported by the DAC38RF82EVM evaluation and
development board, which supports all
features of this high-end DAC. It requires a
TSW14J56EVM data capture interface
board to generate the digital signals that
interface to the DAC38RF82EVM. The
data capture board interfaces to a pc using
a USB 3.0 interface.
The supplied evaluation software contains
everything to evaluate, test, and program
the DAC38RF82 for the target application.
When using such a high-speed device, layout is especially critical. The DAC38RF82
must be on the edge of the pc board and
separated from all other components as
much as possible. Short RF traces and the
good practice bypass capacitors between
supply pins and ground must be strictly followed. Other layout recommendations
include the use of bypass capacitors with inpad vias, with minimal stubs on those capacitors to avoid parasitic inductance. Also,
designers should use a differential 100 Ω
co-planar wave guide for output traces.
CONCLUSION
Microcontrollers with general purpose onchip DACs are appropriate for generating
reasonably accurate voltage and waveforms
in the kilohertz range. However, for precision voltage or very high speed generation,
external DACs can be used to significantly
enhance application accuracy and performance, though some up-leveling of design
practices with respect to power supplies
and layout are also necessary.
Digi-Key Electronics
www.digikey.com
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Industrial Cellular Routers, Gateways and Remote I/O Modules
ICP Germany expands its product portfolio
with 3G/4G cellular routers, LoRaWAN
gateways and sensors and LoRa/Mobile
Remote I/O from Ursalink. A total of three
cellular router series are available, a lowcost entry-level series UR3x, the UR5x
series with a comprehensive range of interfaces and a programmable series UR7x.
The UR7x series includes an Edge Gateway

series UR-75, which offers both programmability and a cloud connection. For
LPWAN connections, ICP will offer an
Indoor LoRa Gateway Series UG85 and an
Outdoor Series UG87. In addition to LoRa
sensor nodes and LoRa temperature and
humidity sensors, a cloud platform is also
available for these gateways to evaluate
and display collected data. SMS, LoRa and

mobile radio remote IO modules are also
available. Analog or digital data can easily
be pushed into the cloud with this Remote
IO Module. ICP Germany is offering an
introductory discount of 20% for the new
product series until 31.12.2019.
Specifications
• 3G/4G mobile router
• Indoor and Outdoor LoRaWAN
Gateways
• Remote I/O Modules
• Cloud connectivity
• Temperature sensors
• LoRA sensor node
Applications
• Connect things to cloud
• Cloud Applications
• Remote management
• Smart city
• Monitoring
ICP Deutschland
www.icp-deutschland.de

Ossia, E-PEAS & E Ink Collaborate on Wirelessly
Powered Electronic Paper Displays for IoT
Ossia Inc. (“Ossia”), the company behind the
FCC approved Cota® Real Wireless Power™
technology, e-peas S.A. (“E-PEAS”), a leading
semiconductor company developing energy
harvesting PMICs and extremely-low-power
microcontrollers for battery-less IoT applications and E Ink Holdings (“E Ink”), the leading
innovator of electronic ink technology, have
announced that they have successfully
developed the first-of-its-kind wirelesslypowered Electronic Paper Display (“EPD”)
prototype system that is entirely batteryfree. This system can be successfully operated and wirelessly powered at-a-distance in a
dynamic environment, without the need for
any wires or batteries. The companies plan
to release this leading-edge technology for
commercial use by the end of next year. It is
presently available for demonstration purposes only.
Ossia, E-PEAS, and E Ink envision that wireless power will be a key enabler to the
extensive use of smart display solutions in
the Internet-of-Things (“IoT”) field, such as
electronic shelf labels for retailers, digital
signage, logistics tags and distributed sensor networks. Wirelessly powered EPD
devices for the IoT can be used in a wide
range of industries, including retail, induswww.international.electronica-azi.ro

trial, logistics and warehousing. Running
wires to labels, tags, and sensors are often
cost-prohibitive to enterprises. Devices
that are battery-powered are much easier
to deploy but remain constrained by the
finite lives of batteries that deplete and
need to be removed and replaced.
Through wireless power, device lifetimes
are significantly extended, well beyond the
capacity currently offered by traditional
batteries. Device functionality is significantly enhanced as well.
“We are dedicated to expanding our FCC
approved Cota technology to the largest
sector in the world and increasing the overall
potential of IoT solutions,” said Preston
Woo, Ossia’s Chief Strategy Officer. “We
are further pleased to collaborate with E Ink,
the pioneer and commercial leader in
ePaper technology, and E-PEAS, a leading
semiconductor for IoT applications with the
best-in-class solution for energy harvesting,
processing and sensing.”
“Our vision at E-PEAS is to enable the seamless operation of all connected devices anywhere, anytime, in any conditions with smart
innovative solutions,” said Geoffroy Gosset,
CEO and co-founder of E-PEAS. “Enabling

the broad proliferation of sustainable EPDs
and smart IoT devices, in collaboration with
top tier partners, is directly in-line with our
core mission.”
“The development of wirelessly powered
EPDs is another validation of our technology’s
durable and ultra-low power displays being
applied to previously impossible and unimaginable applications,” said Johnson Lee,
President of E Ink Holdings. “Ultimately, commercializing battery-less ePaper solutions will
enable the potential of IoT applications that
require ultra-low power consumption displays. It also makes digital transformation easier than one can imagine in various applications
such as logistic tags, luggage tags, digital signage and other digital tags.”
Ossia | www.ossia.com
E Ink | www.eink.com
e-peas | www.e-peas.com
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Smarter and More
Secure Living Spaces
By Mark Patrick
Mouser Electronics

Likewise, competition among established
tech giants, such as Amazon, Google, Apple
and Microsoft, to provide digital assistants
to serve as intelligent control hubs for
smarter homes has enabled the average
household to go beyond smart TVs and
entertainment systems to remotely controlling lighting, heating and security functions. Internet service providers are also
now providing services to set up home
automation and wireless network solutions.
Research firms all envisage significant growth
in the global smart home business over the
course of the next five years or so, but their
forecasts vary quite dramatically in terms of
monetary value. These range from USD 53
billion in 2022 (as stated in a report by Zion),
to more than USD 150 billion by 2023
(according to Orbis) and over USD 151 billion by 2024 (as cited in MarketsandMarkets’
latest study on this subject).
Home automation continues to be among
the technologies that dominate CES each
year, and the 2019 event was no exception.
However, despite all the marketing activity
and extensive media attention, not many
consumers are actually jumping on the
opportunity to equip their homes with
smart appliances. This is mainly due to con14

The idea of the smart home has been with us for several decades.
However, until recently it has only really been available to those who could
afford the high cost of upgrading their residence from the ground up with
the relevant gadgetry. The convergence of innovations in wireless
Internet, the Internet of Things (IoT), voice recognition/control and artificial intelligence (AI) has started to make home automation technologies
accessible to more and more consumers. Today, the word “smart” can
precede dishwashers, refrigerators, washers, air conditioners, coffee makers and a host of other domestic appliances.
cerns about security and data privacy.
Incidents such as the Amazon Echo that sent a
recording of a private conversation to a random contact in the owner’s address book, as
well as the numerous cyberattacks on major
hotel chains and airlines supposedly protected by enterprise-level Internet security systems, are making consumers wary of smart
home devices that are always “listening” and
collecting data. Microsoft predicts that by
2020, each smart home will on average generate a staggering 50GB of data per day.
Designing solutions for smart living spaces
will require cost-effective technologies that
are not only suitably connected, as well as
energy efficient and easy to integrate, but
that have to be secure and reliable as well.
Let’s looks at the core technologies that
could help finally make home automation
commonplace.
SMART AND CONNECTED
NXP's JN5168-001-M0xx series are ultralow-power, high-performance surfacemount wireless modules aimed at IEEE
802.15.4, JenNet-IP, ZigBee light link,
ZigBee smart energy and RF4CE networking applications. These off-the-shelf modules remove the need for expensive and

lengthy development of custom RF board
designs and test suites, thus enabling OEMs
in the home automation sector to realize
compelling products with accelerated
time-to-market and minimal investment.
They are based on the company’s JN5168
wireless microcontroller unit (MCU) –
which delivers a large memory resource, a
high-performance processing core and
strong radio performance (with all necessary RF components included). What is
then needed to develop and manufacture
wireless control or sensing products is to
connect the power supply and peripherals
(switches, actuators and sensors), considerably simplifying the process.
Bridgetek’s FT90x 32-bit embedded MCUs
are developed for high-speed, interface
bridging tasks and offer a wide range of I/O
capabilities. They have a parallel camera
input, 10/100 Base-TX Ethernet interface
and CAN bus, plus USB 2.0 high-speed
peripheral and host ports. The FT32 processor core incorporated into each MCU operates at 3.1DMIPs/MHz, with true zero wait
state (0WS) operation up to 100MHz.
Designed for closed-circuit monitoring, security digital video recording and security network systems, these MCUs feature a unique
Electronica Azi International | 4/2019
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data streaming domain. This eliminates the
need for complex direct memory access
(DMA) interfacing to transfer data internally, thereby providing a highly deterministic
processing model. 256kB of program/shadow memory and 64kB data memory are
incorporated.
SMART AND AUTOMATED
Cypress Semiconductor’s EZ-BLE and EZ-BT
wireless Internet connectivity for embedded devices (WICED) offerings enable simplification of the design and development
of home automation hardware. These fully
integrated modules each feature an onboard crystal oscillator, Flash memory, passive components and a proprietary
CYW207xx system-on-chip (SoC) with a 32bit ARM Cortex-M3 processor. They are
low-power units that support pulse-width
modulation (PWM) and analog-to-digital
conversion (ADC), as well as UART, SPI and
I2C serial communication. The EZ-BT
WICED modules also include a PCM/I2S
audio interface and 512kB of serial Flash
memory, along with a royalty-free Bluetooth
5.0-compatible stack. In contrast, the EZ-BLE
WICED modules come with 128kB of Flash
memory plus 60kB of SRAM for over-the-air
updates and self-sufficient operation. They
are supplied with a royalty-free BLE stack
that is compatible with Bluetooth 4.1 functionality. Both modules are supported by
the company’s WICED Studio software
development kit (SDK) for IoT that combines Wi-Fi and Bluetooth into a single integrated development environment (IDE).
ON Semiconductor’s RSL10 multi-protocol
system-in-package (SiP) features ultra-lowpower wireless connectivity to meet the
www.international.electronica-azi.ro

needs of a broad array of connected applications within the IoT and home automation arena. This versatile Bluetooth 5-certified SiP includes support for a 2Mbps RF
link, as well as 2.4GHz proprietary or custom protocols. It has a 48MHz ARM CortexM3 processor bolstered by a 32-bit dualHarvard DSP core that supports intensive
signal processing tasks. Encompassing both
Flash and RAM, its diverse memory architecture enables storage of the Bluetooth
stack, as well as other applications. The
package also includes a DMA controller,
oscillators and high-efficiency power management units. It supports a supply voltage
range of 1.1V to 3.3V.
The RSL10 SiP evaluation board provides
access to all input and output connections
through standard 0.1-inch headers.
Additionally, it offers an embedded communication interface circuit and J-Link capabilities to enable engineers to debug this
hardware through a USB/PC connection.
SMART AND COMFORTABLE
TE Connectivity’s HTU21D digital relative
humidity sensor is enclosed in a reflow-solderable DFN package with a 3mm × 3mm
footprint. It provides calibrated, linearized
signals via I²C. This low-power device is a
dedicated plug-and-play humidity and
temperature transducer for HVAC systems, security cameras and suchlike. Direct
interfacing with an MCU is enabled
through the modular humidity/temperature digital outputs. Every sensor is individually calibrated and tested, with the resolution altered by command (8/12bit up to
12/14bit for RH/T). A checksum helps to
improve communication reliability.
The AAEON UP EnOcean smart home kit
offers designers numerous potential solutions for the home – including light dimming, roll-up/down blinds, window sensors
and temperature control. This kit comprises a PTM210 electrodynamic push-button

Figure 1:
An example of a
Cypress WICED module.
transmitter with two test rockers, an
STM329 wireless magnet window contact
module, an STM330 wireless temperature

sensor module, an Eltako/BSC wireless contact switch, plus the company’s adapter
board for general-purpose input output
(GPIO). It can be shipped with the communication frequency set at 868MHz for
Europe or 902MHz for North America.
ams’ Smart Lighting Engines are part of
the company’s popular Cognitive Lighting
product family – which boasts sophisticated embedded sensing, sensor hub functionality and autonomous management
capabilities. By employing it, IoT smart
lighting can be implemented that adapts to
meet the aesthetic properties desired by
the user. The AS7211 networking-enabled
IoT smart lighting manager with an embedded digital ambient light sensor provides
closed-loop and automatic daylighting
management. IoT luminaire control is managed through a network connection, or by
connection to 0V to 10V dimmers, with
control outputs that include direct PWM to
LED drivers. A simple text-based smart
lighting command set and serial UART
interface facilitate integration with standard network clients.

Figure 2:
The RSL10 SiP from
ON Semiconductor.

SMART HOME TECHNOLOGY IS
DESTINED TO GET SMARTER
Widespread adoption of home automation hardware/software still has some way
to go. There needs to be further technological progression before it actually delivers what the name implies. However, it
probably won’t be that long until the limitations of current smart devices are overcome – with newer technologies being
introduced and greater reliance on AI certain to prove critical here. Not only must
these devices become smarter, they must
also be designed to ensure heightened levels of security – so that people can feel
truly safe in their own smart home.
Mouser Electronics
Authorised Distributor
www.mouser.com
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Coaxial
physical
layer
a cost efficient, robust and scalable physical layer solution
for high-speed networked infotainment systems supporting
different network topologies
By Carmelo De Mola
Product Marketing Manager
Microchip Technology Inc.

Historically, optical MOST150 networks
have served the purpose of being the highbandwidth infotainment physical layer, fulfilling all of the demanding OEM requirements with respect to the high bandwidth,
scalability, low weight, high robustness,
EMC and the capability to fit in to the limited available space in vehicles. However, in
spite of the listed features, its cost has represented a barrier for some high-volume
car manufacturers.
The need to answer the market demand
for a cost-down path for the IVI physical
layer, capable of fulfilling the challenging
automotive requirements, has triggered an
innovation process that has generated a
new standardized physical layer for IVI networks based on coaxial cables.
16

High-bandwidth In-Vehicle Infotainment (IVI) systems with data
rates higher than 100 Mbit/s have been historically offered in
high-end cars; however, more and more economical and highvolume passenger vehicles are also beginning to offer highbandwidth IVI capabilities. Independently from the softwarebased features that different IVI systems can offer, all of them
share a common base: the need for robust and high-bandwidth
underlying physical-layer technology.
Coaxial cables have many design
merits, including:
• Supporting high-bandwidth data
transfer
• High shielding effectiveness – robust
EMC performance
• An available automated connectors
assembly process
• Satisfying demanding mechanical
requirements such as bending
capability and high temperature range
• Cost effective for an automotive-grade
solution
• Tightly controlled impedance, enabling
full-duplex mode of operation
• Making power transmission along with
data possible over the same cable

Furthermore, they have already been used
in the automotive industry for decades
with a proven track record as point to
point connections cables. Examples of this
include being used for connections
between antenna and radio or connections
between antenna and a Global System for
Mobile communication (GSM) module;
therefore, the existing infrastructure for
highly-automated production and the corresponding supply chain is well established. Consequently, automotive requirements regarding temperature range and
mechanical requirements are fulfilled as
well. Additionally, a standard for automotive connector models (FAKRA) is also
available and has been adopted by different suppliers. FAKRA connectors exist in
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many different shapes and are provided
with different color and mechanical coding
schemes allowing an easy and time-optimized assembling process at the vehicle
production line. FAKRA connectors fulfill
the demanding automotive requirements
as well and can be produced using methods with high grade of automation.
Figure 1 illustrates the cross section of a
coaxial cable. This model shows at a glance
the biggest advantage of a coaxial cable, as
the electric field associated to the signal
transmitted through the core conductor (1)
is contained within the space limited by the
metallic shield (3). The consequence of this
is that the coaxial cable does not radiate
energy externally. At the same time the
shield (3) protects the core conductor (1)
from external electric fields providing high
signal immunity. These two properties of
coaxial cables are responsible for the
robust electromagnetic compatibility
(EMC) performance that facilitates the
positioning of a coaxial cable in a vehicle.
This also represents a cost saving factor
because there is no need to develop special cable routing or observe strict limitations for positioning coaxial cables.

Figure 1:
Cutting Model of a coaxial cable
1 center core conductor
2 inner dielectric insulator
3 metallic shield
4 plastic jacket

Table 1 summarizes possible topologies
that can be implemented using a coaxial
physical layer. Let us see in detail all the
networks topologies that can be implemented using a coaxial physical layer.
Communication
Dual Simplex
Full Duplex
Full Duplex
Full Duplex
Dual Simplex
and Full Duplex

Topology
Ring
Point to Point
connection
Daisy Chain
Star
Hybrid

Table 1:
Summary of possible network topologies
on a coaxial physical layer for IVI systems
The classic MOST ring on a coaxial physical
layer can be implemented as it is shown in
Figure 2. This kind of network topology is
based on a unidirectional DS communication that requires a return cable that closes
the ring structure. Using the FD communication instead allows designers to imple-

ment topologies that are otherwise not
possible. For example, considering a two
node system, a pure point to point connection as shown in Figure 3 can be realized. In
this case, thanks to the bidirectional communication of the FD coaxial line, there is no
need to put in place a return cable. The
biggest advantage of this topology is a system cost saving of up to 50% in comparison
with a classic optical two nodes MOST ring
is achieved. This cost saving option is very
interesting for high-volume car manufactures because with a two node system a
basic but powerful infotainment system,
consisting of a head unit and an amplifier,
can be implemented.
For more complex architectures with three
or more nodes, the FD communication allows
designers to implement a daisy chain topology between the IVI nodes. An example of a
three node infotainment system in a daisy
chain topology is shown in Figure 4. Also in
this case, the absence of a return cable simplifies the car assembly process and contributes overall system cost reduction.

Figure 2: Infotainment system consisting of three nodes connected in a ring topology
based on Dual Simplex coaxial physical layer.

(Source: https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Koaxialkabel)
Coaxial cables offer features that are not
available in a classic optical MOST® system.
One of these advantages is based on the
controlled impedance of coaxial cables
that makes it possible to have both a Dual
Simplex (DS) communication and a bidirectional Full Duplex (FD) communication as
well. This allows the implementation of
additional network topologies in comparison to the classic MOST ring and represents an important innovation in IVI networks. For special use cases a combination
of DS communication and FD communication could also be implemented.
www.international.electronica-azi.ro

Figure 3: Infotainment System consisting of two nodes connected in a point to point
connection based on a Full Duplex coaxial physical layer.
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Another network topology that is possible
with three or more nodes on a coaxial
physical layer using FD communication is

the hub configuration. An application
example is shown in Figure 5. An in-car display unit acting as a hub is connected

point-to-point with two rear view cameras
that substitutes external mirrors.
The combination of DS and FD communication allows designers to add new applications to an existing infotainment system
based on the ring topology. An example
could be to add an audio subdomain with a
microphone network to an existing system
that was originally developed without supporting a microphone network.

Figure 4: Infotainment system consisting of three nodes connected in a daisy chain
based on a Full Duplex coaxial physical layer.

All shown topologies optionally support
the transmission of power over the coaxial
data line. This allows designers to save
dedicated power lines and connectors for
each node in the network that is powered
over the coaxial cable. This permits cost
and weight savings, as well as an easier car
assembly process.
Architectures shown in Figure 5 and Figure
6 are perfect examples for illustrating the
advantages of the transmission of power
over the coaxial cable. In fact the camera
and microphone modules have a small
form factor and therefore, the possibility
to use a single connector that supports
data as well as power transmission simplifies the mechanical design of the modules.

Figure 5: Example of hub configuration based on coaxial physical layer.

Table 2 presents a comparison of physical
layer costs for IVI networks based on a two
node system. The clear result of the comparison is that a network based on a coaxial
physical layer offers the best performance
to cost ratio.
The advantages of adopting a high-speed
networked infotainment system based on
coaxial physical layer are obvious.
Adoption of this technology by OEMs will
begin rolling out this year and we suspect
the market to embrace it with open arms.

Figure 6: Example of how an existing Infotainment System based on a coaxial physical
layer ring can be expanded with the Addition of a daisy chain.
Physical Layer Technology Relative Bandwidth
Cost
Coaxial Cable supporting
1
Multi-Gb/s
Full Duplex
Optical Supporting
4
Multi-Gb/s
Dual Simplex

Comment
(2x Chokes + 2x Connector +
6 m Coax Cable)
(2x FOT+ 2xPOF-Connector +
2x 6 m POF Cable)

References:
Maarten Kuijk, Microchip, MOST-Forum2014-p03-Eqcologic.pdf
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Koaxialkabel
Terence Rybak and Mark Steffka,
Springer, Automotive Electromagnetic
Compatibility (EMC)
https://archive.org/details/springer_10.1007b101849
Microchip Technology
www.microchip.com

Table 2: Cost comparison between different physical layer technologies
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Digital Multiphase
Controllers Power
the IoT Cloud

By Chance Dunlap
Renesas Electronics

MULTIPHASE EVOLVES TO POWER IoT
Processing power is centralized in data
centers where high-end CPUs, digital
ASICs, and network processors run servers,
storage, and networking equipment. And
they are distributed across the network
through telecom equipment, and occurring
at the point of transaction with point of
sales machines, desktops or embedded
computing systems using CPUs or FPGAs.
What all of these devices have in common is
20

Cloud services are driving significant advancements in data
center, networking and telecom equipment. The Internet of
Things (IoT) already has more devices with Internet Protocol
(IP) addresses connected to the cloud than there are humans
beings on the planet. All of this growth greatly impacts the
servers, storage, and networking switches that process an
ever-increasing amount of data and video. It’s pushing infrastructure equipment to the limit in terms of processing power
and bandwidth. For power designers, the main challenge is
how to efficiently power and cool this equipment, while
ensuring minimal electricity usage. Designers also must balance
board power footprints with thermals when using today’s
advanced processors, ASICs and FPGAs.
This article examines how multiphase converters have evolved
to address these challenges, and compares different control
mode schemes. It also presents a new multiphase architecture
that leverages synthetic current control to provide cycle-bycycle current balancing and faster transient response.
that their digital processing needs have a
similar power profile. With shrinking processor geometries and increased transistor
count, processors are now requiring higher
output currents that can range anywhere
from 100A to 400A or more. Figure 1 illustrates a multiphase solution that utilizes four
phases to provide 150A to the CPU.
While this trend has persisted for years, the
industry has been able to adapt by integrating lower power states into the digital

loads. This allows them to idle at lower currents, and then peak to full power when
demanded. While beneficial to the overall
system power budget, it adds another challenge to the power designer. The full load
current in excess of 200A still needs to be
delivered and thermally managed, but now
the supply has to react to the demand of a
large load step of over 100A in less than a
microsecond while keeping the output in a
narrow regulation window.
Electronica Azi International | 4/2019
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The common solution has been to use a
multiphase DC/DC buck converter to provide the required power conversion, typically ~1V output from a 12V input. To provide the large load currents, it’s easier to
design a multiphase solution splitting the
load across smaller stages (called phases)
rather than delivering it via one stage.
Attempting to handle too much current in
one phase presents challenges in designing
the magnetics and FETs, as well as managing thermals, from a (I^2)*R perspective. A
multiphase solution offers high efficiency,
smaller size and lower cost than a single
stage for high currents.

size and manage lower output voltages
with higher current in full load and transient conditions. These trends have presented problems in how power supplies
are regulated, requiring control loops to
evolve over time to keep pace. The key
challenge in a multiphase controller is managing the current in each phase, which
requires considering these key points:
• Each phase current must equally share
the load. If N number of phases exist,
the current for each phase should be
Iphase = Iout / N at all times.
• Phase currents must be balanced during
steady state and transients.

It is important to maintain these conditions;
otherwise, you’ll be stuck overdesigning
your power supply. To meet the two conditions noted above, it’s important that the
control loop have full knowledge of phase
currents and the output voltage at all times,
without latency or sampling delay.
ENTER SYNTHETIC CURRENT CONTROL
A new approach solves the problem of current sensing, as opposed to avoiding the
issue using workarounds in voltage control.
Renesas’ breakthrough was made possible
by utilizing state of the art, digital control
technology. Advanced control methodologies could be applied by moving the entire
control, monitoring and compensation into
the digital domain. The result is a synthetic
current control loop that provides cycleby-cycle phase current balancing with fast
transient response.
The genesis of the new control scheme was
the realization that while the high-side current signal is critical in the loop, it is not
possible to measure directly due to the
short on-time and high noise environment.
Instead, Renesas’ new multiphase controllers use a synthetic current signal that’s
artificially generated, giving it the benefit
of being noise-free and accurate with zero
latency. The basic principle is that all the
parameters involved in determining the
phase current can be measured directly
each cycle, allowing the controller to derive
the current, as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 1: Multiphase solution using four phases

The current waveform slope is related to the
input/output voltage and the inductance. By
continuously measuring the voltages and calculating the inductance, a synthetic current
waveform is generated. Calibrating via real
measurements on the current downslope
allows the controller to eliminate any error
because of current offset or slope.

This approach is analogous to the technology direction taken by the end loads where
multicore CPUs divide the workload.
THE RIGHT CONTROL SCHEME
While multiphase solutions provide the
best power architecture, the implementation needs to be carefully evaluated to
match up with the latest generation of
processors. The trend with end systems has
always been enhanced features, smaller
size, and improved power management.
This is reflected in power designs increasing their switching frequencies to minimize
www.international.electronica-azi.ro

Figure 2: Inductor current waveform
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This allows the controller to compensate
for any system changes as a result of aging,
thermal or inductor saturation. In addition
to the internal noise-free current waveform, the controller can be positioned to
account for loop latency. Since the inductor current ramps are timed to the PWM,
whose signal is sent from the controller, the
digital loop can account for all the propagation delays through the smart power
stages, thereby eliminating latency in the
internal current waveforms.

pensation is applied using conventional PID
coefficients, which can be adjusted real-time
via Renesas’ PowerNavigator™ GUI.
THE SYNTHETIC
CONTROL ADVANTAGE
With synthetic current control, a multiphase power supply’s current in each phase
is known precisely, allowing it to maintain
stable operation under continuous load
transients, where all phases equally share
current. Combined with zero latency in cur-

Figure 3: Block diagram of control loop
This capability is just one of the benefits that
can be leveraged by having the entire loop
control in the digital domain with current
and voltage information. The Figure 3 block
diagram shows that digital signal processing
can be applied in various areas to improve
overall response. The voltage loop com-

rent feedback path, synthetic control
enables the device to respond faster to
load conditions, minimizing output capacitance. Even with high current CPUs, it is
possible to utilize an “all ceramic” output
capacitor solution. With zero latency, full
bandwidth, digital current waveforms, the

control loop can position the output voltage exactly according to the load line, mimicking the exact response of the load profile. This avoids the traditional analog RC
decay that is seen in output voltages as they
settle to the new target voltage.
CONCLUSION
The multiphase control architecture has
evolved to solve the challenges of powering
high current loads. It can adjust, control and
monitor every setting via software. From a
high level, this provides a simpler approach
for designing and tuning loops. The ability
during board debug to instantly understand
the status and condition of the power supply, along with compensating for noisy conditions provides the peace of mind that any
challenge can be met without re-design.
References
• Learn more about the digital multiphase
controllers
• Watch an overview video
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Renesas Electronics RX72M solution supports the major protocols and significantly reduces development time for slave equipment in industrial network
Renesas Electronics announced the development of the RX72M Industrial Network
Solution to accelerate the development of
industrial slave equipment using the RX72M
Group of 32-bit industrial Ethernet microcontrollers (MCUs).
The new RX72M solution includes an evaluation board, an operating system, middleware, and a sample software that supports
approximately 70 percent of the communications protocols used in industrial network
applications. This enables users to immediately launch slave equipment development,
such as motor control blocks for compact
industrial robots, PLC (programmable logic
controller) devices, and remote I/O systems.
The sample software includes: EtherCAT,
PROFINET RT, Ethernet/IP, Modbus TCP,
and OPC UA, as industrial Ethernet software, and PROFIBUS DP, Modbus,
RTU/ASCII, CAN open, and DeviceNet, as
Field Bus communication software.
Renesas has confirmed conformance testing
22

for the three major protocols – EtherCAT,
PROFINET RT, and Ethernet/IP – which represents the global industrial Ethernet market. This allows developers to reduce the
overall development time – including development, evaluation, and verification steps –
by as much as six months, accelerating their
time to market.
Industrial network protocols
differ extensively between
countries and regions, and
industrial network equipment deploying globally
must support a wide range
of protocols. The RX72M
solution includes major protocols used in each region,
allowing users to evaluate
industrial network connectivity equipment immediately. Customers can focus
on their own application development
efforts, while strengthening their competi-

tive edge for global product deployments.
With the new RX72M solution, Renesas
provides sample software and will collaborate with partners providing sales and support mass production protocols to support
customers’ transition from development to
mass production.

Renesas Electronics Corporation
www.renesas.com
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u-blox celebrates half a billion GNSS receivers sold
u-blox is pleased to announce that it
recently sold its 500 millionth global navigation satellite system (GNSS) receiver. As
the only technology capable of delivering
absolute position anywhere on the planet,
GNSS-based positioning has found its way
into a wide range of consumer, industrial,
and automotive applications, allowing connected devices to efficiently qualify the
origin of transmitted data with accurate
time and position information.
u-blox’s portfolio of GNSS receivers targets a broad range of established and
emerging applications and use cases.
Standard meter-level GNSS receivers,
which are the dominant solution today,
continue to become smaller, lower cost,
and more power efficient. Meanwhile, the
market for high-precision GNSS receivers
for automotive and consumer applications
is increasing rapidly. Additionally, we’re
seeing the first automotive applications
requiring functional safety for highly automated driving.
u‑blox | www.u-blox.com

u-blox high precision positioning modules provide unmatched performance
benefits to eVTOL drones
u-blox has gained another high-profile
endorsement for ZED-F9P, its high precision
GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite System)
module that delivers centimeter-level accuracy within seconds. Quantum-Systems, a
German company specialized in the development and production of electric VTOL
(Vertical Take-off and Landing) aircrafts for
civilian use, has incorporated the module in
its latest electric Tron F90+ fixed-wing
unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs). These
state-of-the-art 3.5m wingspan drone units,
which can travel at speeds of up to
160km/hour and have a 100km flight range,
are employed in mission-critical logistical
activities – such as the transporting of emergency blood reserves to remote locations, as
well as mining and agriculture related tasks.
The Tron F90+ is the latest addition to the
Quantum-Systems eVTOL UAV platform
designed for cargo, inspection, survey and
mapping, and reconnaissance in adverse
conditions, and consisting also of the
Trinity F9, Scorpion, and Vector UAVs.
They all feature u-blox F9 high precision
GNSS technology.
Through the multi-band real-time kinematic (RTK) and raw code and carrier phase
www.international.electronica-azi.ro

data available to the ZED-F9P, the necessary positioning correction is assured and
the pilot can complete even the most diffi-

positioning correction absolute position
accuracy can also be brought down to 3-5
cm. This degree of accuracy means that the

cult of maneuvers. Each of the Tron F90+
UAVs features a ZED-F9P module.
Through either RTK or post-processing

u-blox module is about 100 times more
accurate than standard meter-level GNSS
solutions, but is still able to present customers with very attractive pricing.
u‑blox | www.u-blox.com
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Determining the Best Option
for NVMe-over-Fabrics
Non-volatile memory express (NVMe™) presents a streamlined protocol to deliver low latency
operation and is being adopted by all the major server and storage vendors. It is replacing small
computer system interface (SCSI) in modern solid state disk (SSD) resources. As a result of its
adoption, NVMe-enabled SSDs are now eliminating the bottlenecks that were inherent in traditional storage implementations– leading to substantial improvements in the access speeds for a
variety of applications spanning mobile platforms to enterprise data centers.
In the following article, critical questions concerning NVMe-enabled SSDs deployment and use
at scale will be answered.
By: Ian Sagan, Field Application Engineer, Marvell
WHY IS NVMe BECOMING SO WIDELY
ADOPTED AND PROLIFERATING?
NVMe is designed from the ground up to
communicate at high speed with flash storage, and only requires 30 commands that
are specific to dealing with SSDs. In addition, this protocol supports multiple deep
command queues in order to take advantage of the parallel processing capabilities
of the latest multi-core processors. With up
to 64K commands per queue and support
of up to 64K queues, NVMe signifies a
huge advancement over traditional SCSI,
SAS and SATA protocols – which were
originally developed for spinning hard disk
drives (HDDs).
Global sales in NVMe-based SSD drives are
now overtaking those relating to SAS and
SATA SSD storage*. This is due to the dramatically improved performance that the
NVMe protocol provides, for both current
and next generation SSD technologies
(such as 3D XPoint and NVDIMM NonVolatile DIMMs).
WHY DO YOU NEED TO CONSIDER
NVMe-OVER-FABRICS?
When conceived, NVMe’s primary objective was to allow central processing units
(CPUs) to access NVMe-based SSDs within
the server using the PCIe bus. However, as
storage administrators are aware local server storage provides major administration
headaches – particularly in terms of having
to over-provision expensive SSD storage
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resources (so there is adequate headroom
factored in to cope with any excess
demand). Different servers require different amounts of high performance NVMe
SSD storage depending on their application workloads. These applications can
migrate to different physical servers but
still require the same amount of SSD storage. To stop every server having to be
overpopulated with expensive SSD storage, it’s more economical and efficient to
create a pool of shared NVMe SSD storage
which can be dynamically allocated
depending on workloads.
With local storage it is paramount that all
the data is backed up, in case the server
fails. Furthermore, there are serious security implications, and replication between
sites can become difficult to manage.
Through shared storage, administrators
can avoid these issues. In other words,
CIOs can utilize high-performance flash
storage to its full degree across servers –
with all the elevated availability and security capabilities of modern storage arrays,
plus similar performance and latency
advantages that are associated with local
NVMe SSD storage.
HOW FAR DOWN THE ROAD IS
NVMe-OVER-FABRICS?
To help describe this, let’s compare shared
storage arrays to automobile engines.
Specifically, traditional fibre channel
(FC)/iSCSI shared storage arrays can be

thought of as being equivalent to conventional combustion engines. They have
been used for many years, are reliable and
will provide a good method of transportation for a prolonged period of time.
Hybrid cars are getting more commonplace and provide some of the benefits of
electric and gas. In a similar manner, newer
NVMe arrays use a mix of NVMe internally
inside the array, but they connect to the
host using SCSI commands over either FC
or Ethernet transport protocols.
Though most people agree that electric cars
will be the future, currently they are not
mainstream – as they are more expensive
than traditional alternatives and the infrastructure isn't broadly available yet to support electric charging. Native NVMe arrays
can be thought of in the same way as all-electric vehicles. The infrastructure needed to
make them a reality is NVMe-over-Fabrics. In
time, this will become the dominant communication standard via which shared storage
arrays connect to servers, but it will take time
before NVMe-over-Fabrics gains widespread proliferation and all the related
teething problems are resolved.
WHICH NVMe-OVER-FABRICS
OPTION SHOULD YOU CHOOSE?
The biggest dilemma for storage administrators is deciding on the right technology
to invest in. As with any new technology
when it first emerges, there are multiple
ways to implement the overall solution. In
Electronica Azi International | 4/2019
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this respect NVMe-over-Fabrics is no different. NVMe commands can be passed
across FC, RDMA-enabled Ethernet or
standard Ethernet using TCP/IP. Let’s look
at the key differences in these approaches.

types of RDMA implementation – namely
RDMA-over-converged-Ethernet (RoCE)
and Internet wide-area RDMA protocol
(iWARP). These protocols are unfortunately not interoperable with one another.

b. NVMe-over-iWARP (NVMe/iWARP) The iWARP RDMA protocol runs on standard TCP/IP networks, and is therefore
much more straightforward to deploy.
Though its latency is not quite as good as
RoCE’s, its greater ease of use and much
lower administration overheads are very
appealing. At this stage, storage array vendors are not designing arrays to support
iWARP, so iWARP is for the moment best
suited for software-defined or HCI solutions like Microsoft Azure Stack HCI /
Storage Spaces Direct (S2D).
3. NVMe-OVER-TCP (NVMe/TCP)
NVMe-over-TCP is the new kid on the
block. Ratified in November of 2018, it runs
on existing Ethernet infrastructure with no
changes necessary (taking advantage of the
incredible pervasiveness of TCP/IP). The
performance that NVMe-over-TCP delivers
may not be quite as fast as NVMe-overRDMA or FC-NVMe, but it can be easily
implemented on standard NICs and network switches. The key benefits of NVMe
SSD storage can still be derived without
requiring significant hardware investment.
Some NICs like the Marvell® FastLinQ®
10/25/50/100GbE have the potential to
offload and accelerate NVMe/TCP by leveraging built-in capabilities of offloading the
TCP/IP stack in the NIC.

Figure 1: Key NVMe fabric connectivity options that are currently available
1. NVMe-OVER-FC (FC-NVMe)
FC-NVMe is a great choice for those who
already have FC storage attached network
(SAN) infrastructure in place. The NVMe
protocol can be encapsulated in FC frames
using 16GFC or 32GFC host bus adapters
and switches. Support for FC-NVMe on
Linux servers can be gained by upgrading
to the latest FC firmware and drivers.
Therefore, investing in modern 16Gb or
32Gb FC host bus adapters and SAN infrastructure provides future proofing for FCNVMe arrays when they are released. It is
also worth noting that both SCSI (FCP) and
NVMe (FC-NVMe) can co-exist on the
same fabric, so legacy FC-SCSI based arrays
can run concurrently with new NVMe
native arrays.
2. NVMe-OVER-ETHERNET FABRICS
USING RDMA (NVMe/RDMA)
For this RDMA-capable Ethernet adapters
are mandated. There are two different
www.international.electronica-azi.ro

We'll now briefly explain the respective
benefits of each:
a. NVMe-over-RoCE (NVMe/RoCE) When using Ethernet only networks,
NVMe-over-RoCE is a good choice for
shared storage or hyper-converged infrastructure (HCI) connectivity.
Consequently, many storage array vendors
have announced plans to support NVMeover-RoCE connectivity. RoCE provides the
lowest Ethernet latency and works well
when the storage network involved is of a
small scale, with no more than 2 hops. As the
name implies, RoCE requires a converged or
lossless Ethernet network to function. This
approach enables extra network capabilities
including data center bridging, priority flow
control, plus more complex setup and network management mechanisms. If low latency is the overriding goal, then NVMe-overRoCE is likely to be the best option, despite
the heightened network complexity.

SUMMARY
Whichever NVMe-over-Fabrics route you
decide to undertake, Marvell offers a flexible portfolio and can offer any assistance in
the implementation process. In particular,
the Marvell QLogic® 16Gb and 32Gb FC
host bus adapters support FC-NVMe, and
(thanks to the Universal RDMA feature
incorporated) the Marvell FastLinQ 41000
and 45000 series of 10/25/40/50/100Gb
Ethernet NICs and converged network
adapters support both NVMe-over-RoCE
and NVMe-over-iWARP functionality, as
well as NVMe-over-TCP.
Accordingly, administrators can architect
their systems based on their needs, while
being assured that what they deploy today
will be future-proofed for the networks of
tomorrow.
*Per data published by DRAMeXchange and
other industry analyst sources
Marvell
www.marvell.com
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Stunning performance - amazingly affordable
congatec introduces a new SMARC 2.0
Computer-on-Module with NXP i.MX 8M
Mini processor. The conga-SMX8-Mini
offers higher performance at significantly
fewer watts due to the new 14nm FinFET
structure. The module also offers impressive visualization capabilities - including 3D
graphics with full-HD resolution - despite
low thermal and system cost. The new

SMARC 2.0 platform is ideal for established markets - such as industrial and medical HMIs, kiosk, vending and infotainment
systems - as well as new markets, including
situational awareness, machine learning or
voice controlled and video enabled residential gateway devices. For mobile and
transportation applications, the new
SMARC modules offer extended tempera-

ture support from -40°C to 85°C and an
extended longevity of up to 15 years.
Smart vision-based applications benefit
from the hardware-accelerated MIPI CSI-2
camera interface.
The new SMARC modules with NXP i.MX
8M Mini processor are application-ready
sub systems that come with a comprehensive ecosystem including ready-to-go boot
loader implementation, pre-qualified Linux,
Yocto and Android BSPs and fully featured
evaluation carrier boards. congatec's personal integration support and broad range
of individually selectable technical services
significantly simplify the integration of this
new NXP processor for customers.
The new SMARC modules addressing
ultra-low-power and price-sensitive applications feature three different quad, dual
and single core ARM Cortex-A53 and
Cortex-M4 based NXP i-MX 8M Mini
processors, each available for the extended (0°C to +60°C) and industrial temperature range (-40°C to +85°C).
congatec | www.congatec.com

Success of Kontron ACE Flight(TM) 4608 avionics server demonstrated
by installations on more than 300 aircraft globally
Kontron announced that the continued success of its ACE Flight(TM) 4608 high-performance avionics server is demonstrated
by installations on more than 300 aircraft
globally including Europe, North America,
Southeast Asia and China. The
high adoption from avionics integrators on commercial airlines
worldwide is attributed to the
advanced capabilities of this
highly-integrated and open
application-ready platform.
To help fast-track the complete
IFE installation onto the aircraft
and keep overall costs low, airlines and integrators are leveraging Kontron's B737 and A320
STC. These STCs along with
Kontron services and installation
kits have been designed and
certified to work with not only
the ACE Flight(TM) 4608 server,
but also Kontron's Cab-nConnect(TM) A100 cabin wireless access point (CWAP) and
accessory kit.
Contributing to its high adoption
rate, the ACE Flight(TM) 4608 has
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achieved FAA PMA and EASA Form 1, along
with China CAAC regulatory approvals.
Additionally, Kontron expects to get linefit
approvals for its ACE Flight(TM) 4608 on
both Boeing and Airbus aircraft by Q1 2020.

What makes the ACE Flight(TM) 4608 server so popular is that it brings data centergrade performance to the aircraft. It integrates the powerful Intel® Xeon® 8-Core
processor D-1539 with 32GB of ECC DDR4
memory. Recent updates support up to 8 terabytes (TB) of
fixed SATA SSD storage with the
option for include two
Removable SDDs with up to 8TB
of storage each. The Fully
Managed L2/L3 Gigabit Ethernet
(GbE) Switch provides 10x external GbE ports, and the ARINC
429 interface provides 6x
receive channels. On the ground,
wireless connectivity is achieved
via dual advanced LTE cellular
modems with global coverage.
The ACE Flight(TM) 4608 is also
optimized to easily support a
wide range of applications
including satellite and ATG connectivity, media server, aircraft
operations and virtualization.
Kontron –
Member of the S&T Group
www.kontron.com
Electronica Azi International | 4/2019
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COSEL's configurable power supplies shorten
time to market for medical applications
Cosel Co, Ltd announced a complete line
up of configurable power supplies for medical applications, the AME series. Based on
COSEL's digital power expertize and optimized topology for high efficiency, the AME
series comprises of four models, AME400F,
AME600F, AME800F and the AME1200F,
together covering applications from 400W
to 1200W. Each version can host independent output modules that can be combined
and mixed to offer a unique configuration as
required by the application. To perfectly
optimize configuration to customers’
requirements, two versions of output modules are offered, 120W and 240W. Both
modules are available in four output voltages, +5V, +12V, +24V and +48V. Designed
for demanding medical applications, the
AME series input/output isolation complies
with 2MOPP requirements.
The AME modular concept is extremely
flexible. Each module performs as a standalone power unit, and control and monitoring functions can be accessed via a single
connector. The 240W module includes
ON/OFF remote control, alarm signals, voltage sensing, output voltage and current
control. Output voltage can be adjusted by

using the built-in potentiometer or an external voltage. When using external voltage
control, the output voltage can be trimmed
down to almost zero volts. By using the current trimming function (ITRM) the module
can operate as a constant current source.
Also, by combining voltage and current control (VTRM and ITRM) it simply works as a
constant voltage / constant current (CVCC)
generator. With 24V and 48V outputs and
equipped with the 240W module the AME
series has a built-in peak current capability
suitable for medical applications such as

laser or pulse generator duties. Thanks to
COSEL technology, higher voltages can be
achieved by connecting modules in series,
and for greater total power they can also be
connected in parallel.
Designed to power demanding applications
where space can often be limited, the AME
series is housed in a low profile case.
The AME400F and AME600F measure 89 ×
41 × 257mm (3.50 × 1.61 × 10.12 inches) and
the AME800F and AME1200F 127 × 41 ×
257mm (5.00 × 1.61 × 10.12 inches).
Cosel | www.coseleurope.eu

For use in demanding applications, COSEL’s very high reliability
80W DC/DC converter comes with 10 year warranty
Cosel Co, Ltd announced the release of a
very high reliability 80W DC/DC converter,
the MGF80. Packaged in an industry standard 2x1 inch, six sided, shielded metallic
case, the MGF80 series has been designed
to Cosel’s strict criteria for high performance and reliability, contributing to the
company’s world class quality with a failure
rate of below 30 parts-per-million (ppm).
All components are selected for a very long
lifetime, making the MGF80 one of the most
reliable DC/DC converters in its category.
Accordingly, Cosel backs up the MGF80
series with a long, confidence inspiring warranty period of 10 years. To guarantee lifetime quality, the MGF80 does not include
aluminum or tantalum capacitors.
Addressing a large range of demanding
applications, the MGF80 series is available
in two input voltages, 9V to 36V and 18V to
76V. A single output version, the MGFS80 is
available in four output voltages, 3.3, 5, 12,
and 15V, and can be adjusted within a
range of ±10% using a resistor bridge or
potentiometer. A dual output version, the
www.international.electronica-azi.ro

MGFW80 is available in two, factory
trimmed output voltages, ±12V and ±15V,
offering the possibility to provide respectively, 24V and 30V between the two ends.
Housed in a six sided, brass, nickel plated

housing measuring an industry standard
50.8 × 25.4 × 9.9 mm (2 × 1 × 0.39 inch), the
unit uses lead-free plated copper pins.
Weight is just 50 grams.
Cosel | www.coseleurope.eu
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The car of the future on Europe’s roads:
3Ccar enhances reliability and robustness in highly automated vehicles
By 2030, 50% of newly registered vehicles
will be electrically powered, connected or
automated [1]. This dramatic upsurge in functionality requires a new system approach in
vehicle architecture to support electromobility and highly automated driving.
Conventional cars were already equipped in
2014 with between 70 and 100 connected
electronic control units (ECUs), and this figure would continue to rise driven by growing demands for environmental compatibility, efficiency, safety and convenience. The
European project “Integrated Components
for Complexity Control in affordable electrified cars”, 3Ccar for short [2], was set up to
tackle this challenge. 48 partners from 14 different countries have worked on and presented innovative highly integrated semiconductor-based solutions.

“What we need in order to reach our ambitious objectives are a strong European
ecosystem, innovation and long-term collaboration within major strategic research projects,” says Dr. Sabine Herlitschka, CEO of
Infineon Technologies Austria AG and
Chair of the ECSEL Joint Undertaking.
Infineon Technologies AG was responsible
for managing and coordinating the project.
The project was financed by the European
Union, the German Federal Ministry of
Education and Research (BMBF), other participating countries and partners from
industry. The research budget amounted to
54 million euros. The 3Ccar project kicked
off in 2015 and ran for 41 months. The
eleven German partners have now presented their research results in a final report.
The partners’ overriding goal was to reduce
complexity, while at the same time enhancing the reliability of electric and automated
vehicles. To this end, 3Ccar developed a
new system approach that reorganizes vehicle architecture into what are known as vehicle domains. These domains enable functional and task-oriented coordination. The
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reduces complexity despite growing
requirements, significantly simplifying the
development of autonomous electric
vehicles.
Vehicle architecture
The individual Engine Control Units (ECUs)
are integrated into the respective domains,
from where functionalities such as steering,
brakes and drive are controlled. This
involves the use of a small number of powerful domain controllers. These are based
on multi-core automotive processors, such
as the AURIX™ microcontrollers already
offered by Infineon. The conventional powertrain, for example, has a domain of its own.
As well as controlling complexity, the smaller
number of ECUs and the higher level of integration also increase robustness.

The smart battery
Up to now, the considerable amount of
cabling in car batteries has meant high
costs and a low level of reliability. Working
together with the Fraunhofer Institutes IISB
and IPA, 3Ccar developed a new, modular
and flexible concept for future batteries to
be used in electric and hybrid vehicles. The
sensors and electronic components are
integrated with the battery cell network
instead of at battery pack level. This is a
completely new approach that simplifies
battery management and, further down
the line, will also offer the option of producing “Smart Batteries Made in Europe”
at a competitive price. The system has
fewer individual parts, making it less prone
to errors and hence boosting the robustness of the vehicle architecture.
Safety shut-off for fuel cells
With help from Infineon, Daimler,
Fraunhofer IISB and Lange Aviation, 3Ccar
developed a new safety shut-off for discharging fuel cells. Compared to rival
products available today, this shut-off is
more compact and can be reused.

While existing concepts can only be used
once, since they are destroyed by the activation process, the new development can short
-circuit the fuel cells in a targeted manner
and release them again several times over.
The drive motor
Together with Siemens, 3Ccar has developed an electric drive featuring a higher
power density than comparable products. Its
compact structure means high vehicle performance is possible even with challenging
space constraints. In addition, the new drive
motor is also more efficient and reliable.
Routing for e-vehicles
The Amberg-Weiden University of
Applied Sciences developed special vehicle-to-network communication (V2N) for
electric vehicles. The goal was to develop a
basic service that can take over the entire
route planning process. A server-based
system for route planning in road networks
was deployed and combined with information on charging stations. This server-controlled routing system made it possible to
determine optimized routes specifically
suited to electric vehicles.
The developments of 3Ccar were already
presented to the public at the ECA2030
event. More information is available at
https://3ccar.eu/.
3Ccar partners in Germany:
• Infineon Technologies AG
• AVL Software and Functions GmbH
• Daimler AG
• Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft zur Förderung
der angewandten Forschung e.V.
• Bayerische Motoren Werke AG
• Siemens AG
• Technische Universität Dresden
(Dresden University of Technology)
• Ostbayerische Technische Hochschule
Amberg-Weiden
(East Bavarian Institute of Technology)
• OFFIS – Institut für Informatik
(Computer Science Institute)
• Lange Research Aircraft GmbH
• NXP Semiconductors Germany GmbH
1)

3Ccar’s hypothesis on market development
potential for electromobility and automated driving, based on 100,000 new vehicles per year
2)
3Ccar - Integrated Components for Complexity
Control

Infineon Technologies
www.infineon.com
Electronica Azi International | 4/2019
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Murata’s soil sensor increases crop yield and quality while helping to
minimize environmental damage
Murata has announced a highly accurate
soil sensor (https://www.murata.com/eneu/products/info/sensor/others/2019/0122?i
ntcid5=com_xxx_xxx_hm_ms2_xxx) that contains three sensors in one package. Aimed
at the agricultural and horticultural industries, the sensor enables growers to
increase the yield and quality of crops
while experiencing lower costs associated
with reduced water and fertilizer usage,
these being the most important application areas for the sensor.
Murata has initiated projects using the soil
sensor with partners all over the world.
One example is a collaboration with
Vietnam’s Can Tho University which began
in 2017. The university has a deep knowledge of agricultural and environmental
research in the Mekong Delta, and the
project included conducting field trials of a
soil monitoring system to observe the condition of agricultural land in the delta.
Vietnam’s Mekong Delta region is subject
to the salinity impact from the infiltration
of seawater during the dry season as a
result of a decline in the volumetric flow
rate of the Mekong River, and the action of
the tides under the impact of climate
change driven by global warming. In addition to salt damage, the environment for
agriculture has become harsher due to the
increasing severity of droughts and floods.

able to accurately diagnose EC levels
enables growers to realize ideal fertilizer
timing, and of course the water content of
the soil similarly enables accurate and timely watering. By being able to use water
intelligently, this valuable resource is not
wasted, thus helping the environment.
Able to operate from a 3 to 6.5V, 50mA
(maximum) supply, the sensor’s EC measurement range is 0 to 5.0dS/m with an
accuracy of ±3% full scale. Its moisture
measurement range is 0 to 60%VWC at an
accuracy of ±3% full scale, and its temperature range is -20 to 70 degrees C with an
accuracy of ±1 degree C.

three sensor units to measure the soil, field
and channel water quality, and the sensing
data is accumulated in the cloud.
The sensor provides high-precision analysis of conditions by utilizing a uniquely
shaped sensor element and a proprietary
algorithm. It is able to run for over a year of
continuous operation on three size AA
batteries.
Murata
www.murata.com

Protected to IP68 dust and water resistance including reliable rust proofing for
use in harsh environments, this high performing, highly accurate sensor is more
rugged than competing sensors of its type
and accordingly is positioned at the high
end of its genre. The sensor’s interface
capability embraces UART, RS232E, RS485
and SDI-12, and maximum cable length is
specified as 3m@UART, 10m@RS232E
and 300m@RS485.
In the project, the wireless transmitterreceiver system used consisted of a gateway, a router and several sensor nodes. Each
sensor node is made up of a transmitter and

Murata developed a compact 13cm sensor
that draws on the company’s know-how
and expertise in the fields of electronic
components, circuit design and software
design to measure the condition of agricultural land, and to channel water with high
precision. Combining these observations
with independently developed monitoring
tools it is possible to visualize and analyze
the environmental conditions with a view
to making improvements. In this way the
sensor contributes to the implementation
of IT in agriculture in the Mekong Delta
region by preventing salt damage to rice
paddies and orchards, ameliorating salt
and sulfur contamination of agricultural
land and water channels, and creating a
mechanism to comprehensively manage
fertilizers, crops and irrigation systems.
The sensor is able to monitor two types of
electrical conductivity (EC), temperature
and the moisture content of the soil. Being
www.international.electronica-azi.ro
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Motor
Control
Motor selection is critical for efficiency.They
are a power-hungry but essential part of our
daily lives and are found everywhere from
small residential uses, such as household
appliances and tools, through electric cars
and trains in the transportation sector, right
up to the largest industrial motors for offshore oil rigs and damns.
Around the world, governments have been
putting increasing legislative measures into
place to reduce energy consumption for
some years and these are only set to increase
further. In addition, consumers in a retail
sense are far smarter and look for low energy-consuming products routinely; the same
is true for industrial customers looking to
invest in more efficient equipment.
In addition to minimizing power usage, engineers are also challenged with squeezing
motors, drives and their controllers into
increasingly smaller dimensions. A washing
30

machine that features a larger drum capacity
offers a value-adding selling point to the customer, but it still needs to fit within standard
dimensions. Reducing space for electronic
components creates thermal management
issues which pose further design challenges
for engineers. Adding cooling mechanisms
will only increase power consumption, so the
motors themselves need to be engineered
with improved efficiency levels so less heat is
generated in the first place.

MOTOR TYPES
Electric motors basically use magnetism to
create motion. There are two main categories of motors: AC (alternating current)
and DC (direct current).
DC motors were the first to be invented
and are still the simplest form of motors. DC
motors are driven by passing a flow of cur-

rent through a conductor inside a magnetic
field to produce rotating torque. Main
types of DC motors are Brushed DC and
Brushless DC, with brushed motors generating power by connecting opposite poles
of a power source to deliver negative and
positive charges to the commutator when it
makes physical contact with the brushes.

BRUSHED DC MOTORS
Faulhaber Series DC Geared Motors
RS Stock # 873-4830
Mfr. Part # 1016M012G+10/1 256:1
Faulhaber Coreless Technology series
brushed DC gearmotors with a precision
planetary gearhead.
• High efficiency design
• Silver precious metal commutation
Electronica Azi International | 4/2019
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FEATURES AND BENEFITS
• Hall effect sensors with 120° electrical
angle
• 8mm Shaft Diameter
• Speed control feedback via hall sensors.
• Class B insulation
• Metal Core

Motor selection is critical
for efficiency.They are a
power-hungry but essential
part of our daily lives and
are found everywhere from
small residential uses, such
as household appliances
and tools, through electric
cars and trains in the transportation sector, right up
to the largest industrial
motors for offshore oil rigs
and damns.
•
•
•
•

Precision planetary gearhead
Low Noise
High torque
Low weight

applications that require controlled positioning and have the added benefit of
requiring little or no maintenance. This
comes at a price however, as brushless
motors cost more to manufacture and
require a motor controller which could
cost as much as the motor itself.

RS Brushless DC Motors
RS Stock # 536-6024
As the name suggests, brushless motors
have no brushes, instead, permanent magnets are mounted around the perimeter of
the motor. This eliminates the need for
commutators and connections, as well as
brushes. Brushed motors are simple and
lower cost but require more maintenance
as the brushes need regular cleaning and
replacement. Brushless motors on the
other hand tend to be more accurate for
www.international.electronica-azi.ro

From RS Pro, this brushless DC motor is
ideal for a variety of applications. With a
sturdy construction from high quality
materials, the DC motor delivers efficient
power and consistent torque output.As
the electric motor is brushless, it uses hall
effect sensors to monitor the rotor position and control speed, ensuring greater
reliability and efficiency.

From cordless power tools to industrial
automation and from electric bikes to
remote-controlled ‘drones’, an increasing
number of motion control applications are
now being built around the brushless DC
(BLDC) motor. While BLDC solutions require
more complex drive electronics than
brushed alternatives, these motors offer a
number of operational advantages that
include higher efficiency and higher power
density. This allows smaller, lighter and less
expensive motors to be deployed. At the
same time, there is less mechanical wearand-tear, which leads to higher reliability,
longer lifetimes and eliminates need for
ongoing maintenance. BLDC motors also
operate with lower audible and electrical
noise than their brushed counterparts.
AC motors can also be categorized into two
main types: Induction and Synchronous;
with a third, less common type – Linear AC
motors.
At a very basic level, AC motors consist of
two primary parts: the outside part of the
motor is known as the stator – the stationary part of the motor – which has coils that
are supplied with alternating current to
produce a rotating magnetic field; inside
the rotor conects to a shaft which produces another rotating magnetic field.
Linear motors are similar in principle to
rotating motors but are configured with
moving and stationary parts in a straight
line – ultimately, instead of rotation, this
produces linear motion.
Induction motors are named as such
because torque is produced using electromagnetic induction. These are commonly
known as squirrel cage or wound rotor
motors.
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Synchronous motors differ from induction motors in that they operate in precise
synchronization with line frequency. In
contrast, induction motors rely on inducting current to produce magnetic field and
require some ‘slip’ (slightly slower rotations) to actually induce current.

AC SYNCHRONOUS
MOTORS
Johnson Electric 53465 Clockwise
Synchronous AC Motor, 0.5 W,
1 Phase, 12 Pole, 230VAC,
Clip Mounting
RS Stock # 455-2527
Mfr. Part # 53465

Power rating: Generally rated in watt (W)
or horsepower (hp). Check normal operation and overload ratings.
Supply: Check power supply requirements:
voltage and current or specific controllers.

Mechanical configuration: Motor size
and dimensions will be dictated by the
application it is for. Overall size, shaft size,
mounting points and weight all need to be
considered.

MOTOR CONTROL ARCHITECTURE
MOTOR CONTROL SYSTEMS
The diagram shows the building blocks of a
typical motor control system depending on
the type of motor, application, level of control and, if any, monitoring that is required.

Sensors – A shunt or hall effect device may
be used to measure the actual current supplied, thereby providing feedback. Actual
motor position feedback may also be provided via an inductive or hall effect sensor, or

Controller – Typically a microcontroller or
DSP. This takes commands such as direction, speed and torque, which it uses to
generate one or more signals to drive the
motor, usually PWM. The controller may
also be provided with feedback in the
form of current and position sensing, in
order to provide more accurate control,
motor protection and failure detection.
Driver – More often than not a driver is
required to amplify the signals generated
by the controller in order to deliver sufficient power to the motor.

encoder. This feedback can then be used to
implement more sophisticated “closed loop”
control providing actual information around
the motor to better control the output.
Filtering – Filtering is generally employed at
numerous points within a motor control system to suppress sources of EMI. Types of filtering include ferrite cores and inductors.
Isolation – Galvanic isolation is generally
used to isolate the motor controller from
the rest of the system, which may be sensitive to transients and could also be at a different earth potential.

These synchronous motors are for direct
driving from an a.c. supply. Ideally suited
for time driving in instrumentation,
machine and process control. The smaller
units can be directly connected to the synchronous gearboxes:

WHAT TO LOOK
FOR WHEN CHOOSING A MOTOR
When selecting a motor there are a number of key attributes to look out for:
Speed: What speed do you need the
motor to run at? This will determine your
required speed control type. Do you need
a range of ramp up times?
Torque: Is a measure of the rotational
turning force usually measured in Nm
(newton metre)
Integral gearboxes: Integral gearboxes
work to reduce speed and increase torque.
Power requirement: What power rating
do you need? Is it for full load, normal load
or light load?

Author: Bogdan Grămescu
https://ro.rsdelivers.com
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Aurocon COMPEC authorised
distributor for RS Components
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Posital TILTIX Acceleration-Compensated Inclinometer with Modbus RTU Interface

Robust and Cost Efficient Tilt Monitoring
POSITAL TILTIX inclinometers are now available with a new communication interface, Modbus RTU. Modbus RTU protocols, which are openly published and royalty-free, have emerged as a de-facto standard for simple, robust and costefficient data acquisition and control systems built around standard PLCs. Modbus RTU nodes can be connected
together through RS-485 serial connections with up to 32 devices connected to the bus.
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
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Full 360° Single Axis or Dual Axis ±80°
Compensation of External Accelerations
Now Available with CANopen or SAE J1939
Clean Measurement During Dynamic Movements
Optional Output of Acceleration and Rate of Rotation
Well Protected up to IP69K
Compact and Robust Die-cast Housing with Integrated T-Coupler
Wide Temperature Range from -40 to +85°C
Shock Immunity up to 100 g
Tough Fiber-reinforced PBT and Heavy Duty Die-cast Aluminum Housings Available.
Programmable Measurement Resolution, Zero Setting and Direction via API
Electronica Azi International | 4/2019

Industries
TILTIX inclinometers with Modbus RTU
interface are ideal for solar energy systems where it is necessary to monitor
the spatial orientation of multiple collectors or reflectors. They can also be
used in production machineries like
textile manufacturing, paper manufacturing or for material handling equipment and in many other applications
where a practical, low-cost position
control solution is required.
www.oboyle.ro

Sensor Instruments: Choose the Right Side
ishing, during float glass production the glass side facing away from
the molten tin is heated). According to experience the float glass surface facing the tin bath shows a clearly reduced optical direct reflection
in the UVC wavelength range. With a contrast sensor of type SPECTRO1-FIO-UVC/UVC and quartz-glass reflective fibre optics R-S-A3.0-(3.0)600-22°- UV the tin side due to its reduced light reflection without any
problems can be distinguished from the fire side, irrespective of
whether the float glass is tinted, highly tinted, or not colored at all.

95% of all the industrially produced flat glass
today is made using the float glass process.
In this process, molten glass is continuously
fed into a bath of molten tin. Due to its lower
specific weight the molten glass floats on
the smooth tin surface, and on a long tin
bath forms a uniformly thick and extremely
smooth film. The glass side that faces the
molten tin is slightly contaminated with tin,
which has corresponding effects on subsequent float glass processing steps such as
coating of the glass surface.
For the further processing of float glass it is
therefore important that the surface that is
contaminated by the tin bath can be distinguished from the so-called fire side (fire polwww.international.electronica-azi.ro

The fibre optics frontend is vertically directed onto the respective glass
surface at a distance of 5mm. Extraneous light influences are prevented by means of pulsed light and correspondingly adapted optical filters. Due to its non-contacting measuring method the system also is
suitable for inline applications. For offline use a suitable fibre optics
mount is available.
www.oboyle.ro
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Leuze: Sensor solutions for pharmaceutical packaging
Always safe, always reliable: Extremely reliable stainless-steel sensors meet the highest safety and hygiene standards.
The packaging process mainly
involves tablets being packed in blisters and various liquids being filled
into small glass and plastic bottles.
Owing to the strict hygiene standards,
stainless steel is often the only material allowed for the components used.
Maximum safety requirements apply
during the production and packaging
of pharmaceutical products.
To protect against falsification, code
readers must guarantee 100% decoding. The DCR 200i bar code scanner
reads all codes and ensures the traceability of the production and packaging process for all products. With its
hygienic stainless-steel housing, it is
ideally suited to the demands of the
pharmaceutical industry.
The hygiene design stainless steel sensors of the 53 series use laser technology to reliably and quickly detect even
minute vials. Many challenges involving the detection of self-adhesive labels in the labelling station can also be mastered: For example, the GSU 14D forked sensor can reliably detect virtually invisible clear-on-clear labels.
In quality control, the LRT 8 luminescence sensor also reliably checks the presence of attached paper labels.
1

■

■
■
■
■

Precise positioning
of vials

Hygienic design of laser retroreflective photoelectric sensor and
reflectors
Integration also in confined spaces
Highly precise positioning thanks
to the small laser light spot
Chemical resistance tested in
accordance with ECOLAB
Extended cleaning agent long-term
test (CleanProof+)

2

Detection of vials
in screw conveyor

3

Precise background suppression
through special V-optics
■ Reliable detection of transparent
objects in front of a moving
background
■ Simple mounting with integrated
metal threaded sleeve
■ Robust plastic housing with
degrees of protection IP 67
and IP 69K

■

■

■

■
■
■
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Cut mark detection

Multicolor contrast sensors with
high precision and reliable
switching behaviour
Easy teaching of the marks via
various teach modes or
potentiometer
Convenient adjustment via
dual-channel IO-Link interface
Tracking function for
compensating contamination
Degrees of protection IP 67 and
IP 69K and ECOLAB certification
Electronica Azi International | 4/2019

4

Determination of
trigger position

5

■

Clearly visible light spot allows
easy alignment and fast
commissioning
Reliable detection of all types of
containers
Tracking function for fault-free
continuous operation
Simple sensitivity adjustment via
teach button
Plastic or stainless steel housing
with degree of protection IP 67
and IP 69K

■

■
■
■
■

■
■
■
■

Label detection

Broad product portfolio for
detecting a wide range of label
materials – from paper to
transparent film
Maximum dispenser accuracy
Conveyor speeds > 2 m/s
Simple sensitivity adjustment via
teach button or potentiometer
Multiple parameter sets can be
stored

6

■
■
■

■

■

www.oboyle.ro

Code identification

Fast and reliable identification of
1D- and 2D-codes
3 optics models cover reading
distances from approx. 40 – 360 mm
High reading performance and
powerful LED illumination enable
reliable use even with low print
quality and poor contrast in the code
Easy commissioning at the device
or using the install wizard in the
web browser
Degree of protection IP 67 and IP 69K
(stainless steel housing)

Contrinex: Photoelectric miniature sensor in place of optical fiber
In some applications, installation space is so limited that
there is no room for photoelectric sensors. So optical fibers
are often used, despite their higher installation cost. Now
Contrinex has developed a new photoelectric sensor which,
due to its extremely small size, offers the ideal alternative.
The sensor specialist has developed a 4 mm diameter or
M5 threaded photoelectric sensor that is ideal for use in the
robots, grippers, and small conveyors that must detect very
small parts, typically in packaging, logistics, assembly and
automation applications. All components of the miniature
sensor, from the active light source with optics to the evaluation electronics and IO-Link connection, are combined in
a robust stainless steel housing. Large, pre-calibrated sensing ranges of 12, 24, 60 or 120 mm for the diffuse type (LTR
version) and up to 500 mm for the through-beam type (LLR
version) allow easy installation. These miniature photoelectric sensors work with visible red light (630 nm), which simplifies adjustment. The switching frequency of 500 Hz to
2.5 kHz, which can be set via IO-Link, enables the integrated evaluation electronics to detect very small parts, such as
wires, with great reliability even at high throughput.
www.international.electronica-azi.ro

Robust stainless-steel housing
The cylindrical housing in V2A stainless steel is mechanically
very robust, has an IP67 protection rating and is suitable for
embeddable mounting in both the 4 mm diameter version
and the M5 threaded type. Thanks to the advanced focusing technology of
its integral optics,
the sensor’s light
spot has a diameter of just 6 mm at
a sensing range of
50 mm, depending on the model.
This allows even the smallest parts to be reliably detected.
The supply voltage of the miniature photoelectric sensor is
in the range 10 to 30 VDC, the connection for power and
data is either via a PUR cable or an M8 4-pin connector.
Depending on the type of sensor, the weight of these tiny
devices is 4, 12 or 30 g for connector, pigtail or cable versions. The permissible operating temperature ranges
from -25 to +65°C (-13 to +149°F).
www.oboyle.ro
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PRODUCT NEWS

Altus Adds Coatflow to its Portfolio
As electronics get smaller and more complex, the importance to protect
PCBs from elements like the adsorption of atmospheric moisture, airborne
contamination, and electrostatic attraction of dust to the surface is critical to
its performance.
In order to avoid these problems boards need to be conformally coated.
Recognising its significance, Altus Group, a leading supplier of capital equipment, has added a new company to its portfolio, Coatflow.
Coatflow, a Spanish based company, has added a new dimension to Altus’ capital equipment offering with a range of selective conformal coating solutions.
The CF440 benchtop robot is one system that is proving a popular choice.
As a desktop system it offers the ease of being a reliable, accurate and easy
to maintain solution for coating and dispensing.

Joe Booth, Altus’ Business Development and Marketing Manager said:
“Coatflow offers further choice for those looking to invest in proficient coating
solutions. As entry level systems they offer a great number of benefits. The
CF440 provides the highest quality support for dispensing and coating with its
accurate 4-axis feature. What makes the CF440 especially helpful is its extra-long
working area making it perfect for larger LED boards.
Not only is it fast and accurate it also includes the impressive COATcontrolPRO
2 software. This works to manage all parameters required for dispensing and
coating easily on-screen. Elements including conveyor control and level sensors
can be simply controlled.
We are very pleased to have been selected as a distributor for Coatflow and
look forward to introducing the products to our customer-base across the UK
and Ireland.”
CF440 also includes PATHCOAT software to help obtain the best production ratios, together with automatic optimisation and CAD import to improve
patterns from a drawing. The system has the option to be upgraded with a
flow meter module which works in real time. There is also the opportunity to
add a complete traceability option which includes the recognition of 10 and
20 bar codes.
Coatflow CF 400 has a full range of valves available to cover all dispensing
and coating demands making it an ideal solution to the protection of todays’
complex PCBs.
Altus Group Ltd | www.altusgroup.co.uk

New MicroCare™ website helps companies with Green Cleaning Goals
MicroCare Corp. has developed a dedicated webpage to help guide companies looking for greener
and safer cleaning alternatives to Trichloroethylene
(TCE). The online information is part of the
MicroCare goal to share its expertise on new highperformance cleaning fluids engineered to meet
strict global environmental regulations.
MicroCare is at the forefront in the research and
development of modern cleaning fluid alternatives
to nPB and TCE, but also in sharing their findings and
expertise at various trade shows and events. The
new webpage, appropriately titled “The Ultimate
Guide to Replacing TCE Degreasers and Cleaning
Fluids”, provides in depth information on the potential hazards of TCE and how changes can be easily
implemented into current cleaning processes.

“Many companies may still consider using TCE despite its
harmfulness,” explains Tom Tattersall, MicroCare
Chief Operating Officer. “There are a variety of reasons
for this. It is less expensive than the trichloroethylene
replacement cleaning fluids on the market today.
However, the risks of using TCE far outweigh the benefits. Responsible company owners, plant managers and
environmental safety and health officers are now looking
for better choices that will be more efficient, easier to
maintain and less hazardous for workers and the environment. We felt it was essential to explain why switching
from legacy cleaning fluids to modern alternatives was so
important. The webpage offers information on how TCE
is not only putting workers at risk but is also affecting the
environment by contributing to global warming. It also
guides readers through how making the switch to safer
fluorinated fluids is simple and does not always require
expensive investment in new equipment.”
Choosing the next generation TCE-free cleaning fluid
is having a huge impact on companies who have made
the switch. As well as having excellent toxicity profiles
making them safer for people and the planet; they
are just as efficient. Those who have made the move
are also benefiting from consistent cleaning quality,
improved throughput and decreased energy usage.
MicroCare Corporation | www.microcare.com
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SAKI Corporation Introduces Ultra-fast,
Inline, 2D Bottom-side automated
Optical Inspection for PCBs
By: Ikumi Sugawara, email: sugawara.ikumi@sakicorp.com, Saki Europe

Featured at NEPCON China and SMTconnect
Saki Corporation, an innovator in the field of automated optical and x-ray inspection and measurement equipment, announces the release of its new 2Di-LU1 inline bottom-side automated optical inspection (AOI) system
at NEPCON China, Shanghai, China, and SMTconnect, Nuremberg, Germany. Saki’s 2D linescan technology is ultra-fast, capturing the image
of an entire 460×500mm printed circuit board
assembly (PCBA) and 610×610mm as a carrier size
in one pass, in real time, storing the image into
memory, and creating inspection data for the
entire board. This versatile system automates the
bottom-side inspection process, eliminates board
flipping and handling, and ensures quality after
the potting, dip, wave, and selective soldering processes.
The 2Di-LU1 software includes Saki’s proprietary Fujiyama
algorithm, which provides complete throughhole joint inspection in a single step. It simultaneously inspects for copper exposure, pin
detection, pin-holes, solder ﬁllet abnormalities, missing components, soldering problems, and bridges.
Saki’s inspection software has been used for extra component
detection of solder balls and foreign objects and through-hole
device inspection in the automotive industry for several years and
complies with the IPC-A-610 standard.
“Incorporating bottom-side AOI into the assembly process increases productivity by reducing the time, costs, labor, and floorspace needed for manual inspection, additional conveyors, or equipment to flip the board,” explained
Yoshihiro Akiyama, Chief Technical Officer (CTO), Saki Corporation. “Saki’s
system speeds the inspection process, increases throughput, and eliminates
extra PCBA handling and the risk of substrate damage.”
The platform and construction of the 2Di-LU1 bottom-side AOI system is
based on Saki’s rigid, time-tested hardware that ensures very stable machine
performance and long hardware life. The system supports L-size PCBs, high
clearances, heavy and substrates.
Saki will feature its 2D bottom-side AOI system, along with its 3D AOI, SPI, and AXI systems and Saki Self-Programming Software, at
NEPCON China, Shanghai, China, in the Saki booth 1J30 and the Fuji booth 1G60, being held April 24-26 and at SMTconnect,
Nuremberg, Germany, in Hall 4A133 being held May 7-9.
For more information contact Saki at sakicorp@sakicorp.com or sales.us@sakiglobal.com, or visit our website at www.sakicorp.com or
www.sakiglobal.com.
LTHD Corporation S.R.L.
Head Office: Timișoara - ROMÂNIA, 300153, 70 Ardealul Str., lthd@lthd.com, www.lthd.com
Tel.: +40 256 201273, +40 356 401266, Fax: +40 256 490813
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